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New HKL NordlysNano Now with 60% higher sensitivity

Introduction
The HKLNordlysNano has been redesigned to meet the
growing needs of nanoscale applications. It delivers the
best possible sensitivity while accurately imaging the EBSP
with zero distortion and high resolution. The result is a
detector which is 60% more sensitive than the previous
NordlysNano, with marked benefits for challenging
applications, including excellent performance at low beam
current and low kV.

Measuring Sensitivity
What is Sensitivity?
We used a typical EBSD set-up, looking at a single crystal
Sensitivity is a key figure of merit for any detector system,

Si (001) <110> sample, tilted at 70°; screen normal

yet it is not currently quoted by any of the EBSD vendors.

perpendicular to the electron beam; pattern centre 15.9mm

Perhaps this is not surprising – EBSD analyses involve a

from the sample. We mapped the sample at x1000

complex detector chain with many variables (e.g. electron

magnification at various exposures (EBSP acquisition rates

beam, sample, geometry, phosphor screen, lens, CCD,

and beam currents) and noted the corresponding hit rates.

electronics, software) affecting the result. Hence, it is easy

A 95% hit rate criterion was used to define the sensitivity (in

to focus on headline specifications of individual

Hz/pA).

components (e.g. CCD pixel number) when comparing
EBSD detectors. However, what is actually required is a

A key factor influencing sensitivity is the binning level of the

‘real-world’ measure of the full system performance.

CCD, as shown in figure 1. It is clear that sensitivity
increases with binning level, up to a maximum at

For the EBSD user, the question defining detector

approximately 8x8 binning; beyond this level no significant

sensitivity is:

gain in sensitivity is expected.

“For how long must my sample be exposed to the
electron beam to acquire a satisfactory EBSP?”
Here, ‘exposure’ is (beam current x dwell time per EBSP).
Minimising exposure is often crucial – it means results in
less time and with less beam damage. Exposure can be
measured in e.g. units of pA ms; equally, we can use
pattern collection rate instead of dwell time and express
detector sensitivity as a reciprocal exposure, with units
Hz/pA. Maximise sensitivity – minimise exposure.

In this bulletin, we describe a new measure of EBSD
detector sensitivity. It gives a real indication of the
conditions required to perform a typical EBSD analysis and
is a reliable indication of a detector’s actual sensitivity.

Figure 1, Sensitivity curves for NordlysNano at varying
binning levels
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The maximum frame rate for the NordlysNano is104Hz,
and the maximum sensitivity was found to be approximately

Sensitivity vs. Resolution

0.5Hz/pA. This is equivalent to a performance of 50

Achieving high sensitivity with high EBSP resolution

patterns per second at 100pA of beam current.

requires expert detector design. For many EBSD analyses,
high resolution is not important. As described above, when

Comparing the old Nordlys S detector with new Nordlys

mapping known phases, highest sensitivity is achieved at

Nano, Figure 2, we see sensitivity is increased by about

high binning levels and therefore the EBSP resolution is

60%.

very low.

However, for some applications e.g. phase discrimination
and strain measurements, resolution is important and
EBSPs are acquired at 1x1 binning (full resolution). To
ensure the delivery of both high sensitivity and high
resolution, the NordlysNano matches customised optics to
its high resolution CCD. Without such careful optical
design the full resolution of mega pixel CCDs cannot be
realised.

The HKL NordlysNano is designed to perform in real-world
EBSD applications, delivering the highest resolution EBSPs
with the highest sensitivity – best quality results fast and at
Figure 2, Sensitivity curves for the NordlysNano and the

low beam currents.

Nordlys S EBSD detectors. The new NordlysNano shows
60% higher sensitivity
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